
 
DRIVE THRU COMMUNION EXPERIENCE - MAP & KEY WITH DETAILS 
 

 
 

SUMMARY 
The arrows lined on the map designate the traffic pattern on the SPL campus for the Drive Thru 
Communion experience (May 10th 12:00-3:00pm).  Vehicles will enter and follow north (single line) on 
Bachrach Ct., proceeding along the circle until facing south again.  You will then be directed to turn 
right (west) into the south drive of the parking lot and follow to the next attendant, who will direct you to 
your lane (1, 2, or 3) where you will receive communion.  At completion, proceed forward (down the 
aisle, toward the building) and then turn left as traffic pattern allows, following the (single) line around 
the parking lot and back toward Bachrach Ct., where you will turn right and proceed to Mound Rd. to 
exit. 
 
KEY - Please note the following (numbers correspond to map): 
 
#1 - Driver will stop and receive Instructions and Communion + Confession Card from Attendant. 
Driver will be directed to continue around the circle and toward the next station.  While in line, it is a 
good time to prepare for Communion, complete the Confession and talk through the discussion 
question you will receive on the card. 
 

#2 - Driver will stop to receive instruction on which Drive Thru Communion lane he/she will proceed to 
and then move to that lane when directed by the Attendant. 
 

Once in a Communion Lane: 
#3 - Driver will communicate how many people are in the vehicle prepared to receive communion. 
Attendant will ensure proper amount of communion to distribute and will pass the pre-packaged 
elements to the driver for distribution to participants.  Elements SHOULD NOT be consumed until 
directed at next stop (by Pastor). 
 



#4 - The Pastor at the station will speak an Absolution and the Words of Institution, at which time 
participants will celebrate and partake in the Lord's Supper.  They will receive a brief blessing and 'Go 
in peace and serve the Lord!'  Driver proceeds forward (down lane, toward building) and merges left 
into the outgoing line of traffic. 
 

#5 - Driver follows single line of traffic to the left (initially heading west) and will proceed to the end lane 
of the parking lot, turn left, and continue to follow around the edge of the parking lot back toward 
Bachrach Ct., making a final right turn onto Bachrach Ct. and proceeding south toward Mound Road to 
exit. 
 

Please use caution and pay attention to other vehicles, attendants and pastors as you proceed during 
Drive Thru Communion.  We encourage you to stay off your devices during this time.  Keep your head 
up and eyes open - you may see some other smiling faces looking back at you, and you can certainly 
wave a hello and smile from your vehicle. :)  
 

We look forward to safely serving you and sharing in the Lord's Supper with you once again during this 
unique time! 
 


